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INTRODUCTION  

• OVERVIEW 

• NARA’S MISSION  

• DEFINITION OF A FEDERAL 
RECORD 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
IntroductionOverview Harvesting Federal websites is easy to understand, but hard to solveThe National Archives, much like other federal institutions  has adopted WARC and ARC as the standard preservation formatThis format is considered an industry standard and is stable and widely adoptedIt also serves as the best container for a type of record that depends on a complex interdependency of files and associations.Websites by design are ephemeral; raises critical questions about the importance of presentation of the record vs. record content



NARA’s 
Mission  

 
 

“…to provide public access to Federal Government records in our 
custody and control. Public access to government records 

strengthens democracy by allowing Americans to claim their rights of 
citizenship, hold their government accountable, and understand their 
history so they can participate more effectively in their government.”  



Electronic Records 
Division (RDE)  

• Accessions, processes, 
arranges for preservation, 
describes, and provides 
access to the born-digital 
federal records scheduled 
for permanent retention in 
the National Archives 

• Holdings: 1,088 series 
from over 100 federal 
agencies; over 800 million 
unique files and over 467 
Terabytes 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
RDE accessions, preserves and provides access to permanent Federal electronic (“born-digital”) records. As of October 2016, NARA has legal custody of approximately 397 Terabytes and 467 million digital objects of Federal electronic records in the Electronic Records Archives (ERA).Most of the records date since the 1960s, with some as early as World War II.Some of the subject areas represented in the records include agriculture, economic and financial statistics, demographics, labor, education, health and social services, attitudinal data, international issues, military, and the environment. The records include: data files (databases) to electronic telegrams and email to reports in PDF format to geospatial records to static images aka “snapshots” of web records.A KEY DIFFERENCE:Other institutions take it upon themselves to harvest and develop best practices, however, it is important to note the scale of those projects are of a smaller scope and finite



Definition of 
a Federal 
Record 

“Records include all books, papers, 
maps, photographs, machine-
readable materials, or other 
documentary materials, regardless of 
physical form or characteristics, made 
or received by an agency of the 
United States Government under 
Federal law or in connection with the 
transaction of public business and 
preserved or appropriate for 
preservation by that agency or its 
legitimate successor as evidence of 
the organization, functions, policies, 
decisions, procedures, operations, or 
other activities of the Government or 
because of the informational value of 
the data in them (44 U.S.C. 3301). 
 

  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
“Of all documents and materials created in the course of business conducted by the United States Federal government, only 1%-3% are so important for legal or historical reasons that they are kept by us forever.” https://www.archives.gov/about In this context web records = websites and social media sites created and maintained to provide information and services of the United States Government via the World Wide Web.



Guidance for Web Records  
 Bulletin 2014-04: Revised Format Guidance for the  

Transfer of Permanent Electronic Records  

Format Version .18 
ISO 28500:2009 

Format Version 1.0 

• Web ARChive Format (WARC) 

• Archive Format (ARC) 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
https://www.archives.gov/records-mgmt/bulletins/2014/2014-04.htmlGuidance states Agencies should harvest websites using a utility that will package component files [to] meet the following general requirements:Web records must be accessible via Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP) from a server to a client browser when a URL has been activatedWeb content records that share a domain name including content managed under formal agreement and residing on another site must be transferred togetherAll component parts of web content records that have been appraised as permanent…must be transferred in a manner that maintains all of the original links, functionality and data integrityDynamic content such as calendars or databases either must be transferred in an acceptable format, or be made accessible as static content;All internally referenced URLs must be included with the transfer set; and All control information from the harvesting protocol must be maintained.Not accepted for transfer under the Guidance: Externally referenced content (e.g., accessed via hyperlink) that resides in a different domain and is not managed for an agency under a formal agreementStatic images, (such as screen shots), of web content records, because they do not retain hypertext functionality **Which reflects what has been transferred up to this point**



Appraisal of Web Records 
• Website Records vs. Static Web Pages/Snapshots  

• Retention: Temporary vs. Permanent 

• Some records related 
to websites are 
already covered in 
other schedules and 
maintained elsewhere 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Many important decisions are made outside of RDE before records are even transferred to our office. We are only now dealing with the prospects of website records (vs static web pages/snapshots) that have been scheduled as permanent and will invariably come to our office for permanent retention. Point out that not all records are permanent. Some records are scheduled for temporary or permanent retention. For example, websites are typically not appraised as permanent.  Some records related to websites are already covered in other schedules and maintained elsewhere. Typically, record keeping copies are not maintained on 	Even though that temporary record also provides record content to users or the general public, often the permanent record is maintained elsewhere in a static state. 



“THE RABBIT 
HOLE”  

 
RDE Current  

Policies &  
Procedures  

vs.  
The Complexity  

of the Web  
Preservation  

Format 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Current practices for handling web records are:At the point of transfer, NARA requests that the agencies provide the records according to NARA guidanceNARA then verifies the records to ensure that it was a complete transfer and reflect what is in the scheduleNARA then preserves and take legal and physical custody of the recordsCurrently, for the few web records that are scheduled, which includes those of Temporary Commissions and Congressional websites.For Temporary Commissions, NARA collaborates with UNT, an affiliated repository for them to harvest and preserveFor Congressional Websites, NARA staff in Legislative Division harvests and preserves those records every two yearsWorking with WARC/ARC format is a complicated process. And requires a lot of technical expertise and time on the part of the Agency; validating the records must take place at the time the records are harvested, and prior to being transferred to NARA. For agencies, this is an unfunded mandate. Conversely, one can argue, based on our mission, it would be an unfunded mandate for NARA to actively do the harvesting for all Federal agency websites. Preservation Challenge: ERA currently does not maintain relationships for complex records, such as website records. 



Opportunities  
for  

Innovation   

“Imagination is the only 
weapon against reality”  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
NARA uses the Electronic Records Archives (ERA) digital repository to store accessioned permanent electronic records. Has opened a dialogue with format guidance experts and others within and outside NARAAreas for future development in our preservation system intends to preserve compound records, but Still leaves us with questions about verification and future access. Should NARA consider retaining websites or at least as a whole functioning unit being that it is ephemeral? 



Thank You 
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